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Mary's Musings
We're going to have some fun!

April Fools day has long past, I know. However, pranks at any time of
year have always been a popular way to upset the humdrum routine of

just about any activity. 

As you probably are aware by now, my days are often spent in research
rather than actual writing. It never ceases to amaze me how often I turn up
interesting tidbits that lead to other astonishing facts. Stay tuned for just one
of those!

The Fountain family was one of the things that interested me the most when I
f irst started thinking about writing "The Two Valleys Saga". From reading all that
I can f ind about the them, I have put forth a family that valued education and
culture but also relished their fun. I have imagined the Fountain adobe as one
filled with nonstop learning and merriment. 

In part, this is exemplif ied by "story-hearth" which isn't based upon any
accounts I can f ind, but not hard to imagine as the Colonel would have seen
the value in having his children learn to express themselves well in speech as
well as the written word. 
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Tommy, in particular, seemed to me as the catalyst for fun in the Fountain
household. I think his mischievous nature would have resulted in his siblings,
particularly his brothers, returning his childhood pranks and hijinks. I can only
imagine that the family's theatrical bent resulted in some truly well conceived
and carried out pranks.

Two such pranks that I created happened
on the Rio Grande river bank and resulted
from "a camel sighting" and in Tommy
catching his own "boot-fish".

Then there was the one where Tommy
tried to play a practical joke on Jesus with a
fake telegram, which telegraph
operator Miles decides to help Jesus return
the favor on Tommy. In the end, neither
Tommy nor Jesus understood the off-
color double-talk Miles used in the return

telegram and the two of them had to be clued-in by older brother Larlo. While
these scenes aren't particularly connected to the progression of the primary
plot relating to the eventual murder of the Colonel, it humanizes the Fountain
family to readers that have only been exposed to the Colonel's role in the
political and legal battles leading to his disappearance and the presumed
murder of he and his young son.

For Book 3 (tentatively titled "The White Sands"), I am currently trying to come
up with an elaborate prank by Tommy.  *SPOILER ALERT* The general demeanor
of the Fountain family is subdued by Jesus's disappearance, but Tommy, never
able to be subdued for long, can't resist his shenanigans for long.

I grew up in a house where pranks were common and I enjoy having a little fun
with family and friends even today. 

In the process of coming up with some ideas, I found the following "9
Outrageous Pranks in History".

Check them out. They are a lot of fun. I think I remember the Caltech one.

https://www.history.com/news/a...

Enjoy!

Mary

https://www.history.com/news/april-fools-day-greatest-pranks
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